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ONFILTEREDSYSTEMSOFGROUPS, 
COLIMITS,ANDKAN EXTENSIONS 
6 1. Introduction 
This paper is a sequel to 171. In that paper we studied direct systems of groups 
and direct timits. C&I particular interest lay in the folfowing question. Suppose given 
a func tor WI, : iM o ,+-* @ from a full subcategtxy MO of the category of groups (0 to a 
c~omplete category Iii- , and suppose that C; is a group which can be expressed as the 
direct limit of a direct system of groups in (i),, 
where l!$ I is the full subcategory of (1j whose objects are precisely such direct limits 
of groups in NO? A second obvious question is to ask when W, is the Kan extension 
of Wo to CY 1 I_~ this question was referred to briefly in Section 7 of 171, where a 
sufticient condition, due to Ulmer, was given in case WO is additive. 
This paper is concerned with this second question, but does not pursue the direc- 
tion taken by Ulmcr. Inslead, we exploit the possibility that the category of @a 
objects over 6, C in %t , may be a filtcrittg r;arqp~r in the sense of Crothendieok- 
Artin-~a~ur 1 I, 2) ; and ahis category plays a crucial role in the definition of the Kan 
extension (see Section 6). Thus, we must generalize the theory developed in 171 by 
replacing directed sets by altering categories, and much of the technical detail of this 
paper is devoted to this generalization. Some ~onlpli~ati~)rl of de~~nitjons and den~on- 
strstions results, but the basic faacts remain valid in this broader context. In ~~rti~~~lar. 
we observe an interesting formal analogy between the t.heory of 3 . the category of 
filtering categories, and 6 ?:, the category of filtered systems over Iz , on the one 
hand. and the theory of fibrativns in topology, on the other. In fact, WC introduce 
the notion of a J’2m-nrup in ;j. which WC prove to ham the crtxial properties: (a) 
the pull-back of a fibre-map is a fibre-map, and (b) every morphism of 3 is canoni- 
cally csprcssihle as the composite of a ‘weak equivalence and 14 fibrc-map. Ot 
course, fibre-maps had already been introduced into category theory, in an even 
more general setting; see. e.g., [ 51. 
The developnxnt of the theory of culimits in Q x I and, in particular, in (iI X q 
where (i) is the category of groups, enables us to obtain an answer to the first ques- 
tion refeucd to above, exactly corresponding to the answer in f 71, but the broader 
context then aliows li: to give sufficient conditions for I+‘, to he the Karl extension 
of IV0 (see Theorem 6.1). These conditions make no apparent appeal to the addi- 
tivity of Wo. On the other hand, we find a local version of lilmcr’s criterir>n ((7.3) 
of [ 71 ) appearing, in that we ask that, given any G in (9 II then for some filtering 
category 1 and some functor I;‘: / --c t!jO with lim !;= G, we have an equivalence 
--* 
for all Go in (Y,. This condition above is not, however, claimed to be sufficient; it 
is only sufficient if we know that k’t exists. 
A very minor role is played in the entire theory by the category of groups, and 
any other category w4d serve as well, provided it were cocomplete and satisfied 
the condition that culimits commute with pull-hacks (see Theorem 3.4). Thus. the 
theory should lend itself to substantial generalization in this direction. We give one 
application, to coefficients in generalized cohomology theories 161 : this application 
could also have been tackled successfully using Umer’s criterion. 
The author benefited from conversations with Beno Eckmsnn in developing this 
approach to the problem. He also learned from Barry Mitchell of another possible 
approach exploiting the fact that, given a filtering category I, there is a cafinat 
functor from i to a directed set. This last fact demonstrates, of course, that the 
category ‘VI over which IV0 is to be extended remains the same whether we confine 
attention to directed sets or permit arbitrary filtering categories. 
This paper constitutes an expanded version of the first part of the ai1 thor’s invited 
talk at the Nice Congress of Mathematicians [ 81. 
9%. The category of filtered systems and the colimit functor 
WC recall from [ 1,2] the concepts t)fjikrirtg euregmy and cr@noljhcror. 
Propositic?n 2.6 of [ 2) assures us that given cofinal functors 
of filtering categories, ST is again cofinal, so that we nfay form -he category 5 of 
altering categories and cofinal funct.ors. 
Now let Q be an ~rbitr~~ category. We filrm the ffss(~~,~u~~~~i f l ~c~ mrqpig~ or 
rot@@?I? l~~~~~t~~e~ systenrs, G x, as fotlsws. An object of Cr x is a pair (I, 43. often 
abbreviated to F, where I is a filtering category and F: I -+ 6 is a functor. A 
mupt2isn2 6: (I, r;3 -+ (J, G) of Cr c is a pair 4, = (T, II), where T: I-+ J is a cofinal 
functor and II: F + GT is a natural transformation. Cbmnpcnition of morphisms in 
ax is defined by 
It is easy to check tha: Z r ’ ia a category. If I is any filtering category and clr is the 
category of objects of ti ftftered by I, that is, the funotor category [I, CF 3% then 
Ihere is an obvious embedding of CF t in Q r:. In particular, by identifying G wit!* 
t$ l, where 1 is the category with one object and one morphism, we obtain a full 
em~dding 
Let us henceforth suppose that Q is cocc)mpletp. For each filtering category I we 
have the full embedding 
and P, has 3 left-adjoint, left-inverse 
with co-unit q: I + flLJ. if T: f -+ J is cofinal, define 
(2.6) tr Tp, = P* 1 
Theorem 2.10 of f 21 asserts that, given L,, q, we may take L$” = L,CrT iso that 
tfnP’ = 1) and we may determine a unique natural transformation 3’): 1 + ~‘JA}~ 
by the equation 
and that l$T1 is then heft-~djoint, left-inverse to f’ with co-unit T$~). Suppose now 
that, to each filtering category I, WC have selected a fixed Jeft-adj~~i~t, left-inverse 
I,, to PI with co-unit R], Then the uniqueness of ~eft*adjoi~ts implies that, ta each 
cofinal functor T: i -+ J in F there is associated a unique naturaf equivalence 
(2.8) Tf L, tfT -+ L, (L,t! T = Ly) 
such that T& = 1 and the diagram 
commutes, where *tin is determined by ( 2.; ). Of course, rf is the identity. 
Wedefinel.: Qz + 65 by 
andwedefinen: f -+PL: Q”4 0” by 
where CJ: I + I is the constant functor. The main result of this section is then the 
following. 
Proof. We first remark that, given 
For this equation simply asserts that if we use the process described in Theorem 2.10 
of 12) to extend a given choice of the left-adjobt, left-inverse to PI, through 7’, to a 
left-adjoint, left-inverse to PJ, and then extend again, through S, to a ~eft-al~~,~oi~t, 
left-inverse to Px, we obtain the extension of the given choice through S”T. From 
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(2.13) we infer the key identity, again based on (2.12). 
we have only TV prove the cor~m~?ativity of the diagram 
or, e~~~va~entJy* the relation 
it is sufficient trr prove that 
“IIws, (2.16) is established and hence (2.15) and (2.14). 
We may now readily complete the proof of the theorem. To show that L is a 
functor, we observe that 
I,(& u) (T, u) = L&ST, UT 0 u) = ?sT(If) e Lp 0 u) 
by ( 2.14); while 
and t#S) 0 t, Q*(u) = LJ@) 2 rT(G) since 7~ is a naturaf t~~sforlnation 
L,Q T -+ k,$ and u: G -+ HS, so that w is a morphism of (;sJ. Thus, L is 2 functor and 
it is plain that tP= 1. 
We turn attention ton, definedby (2.11). WritcPX=(l,Xt),XinZS , whenXt 
is the functor taking the value X at the object of I ; similarily write pf= (1 ,fll. Then 
Pl,(I, F’) = (1, t,(Q ) and 
since LI(‘F). Cl= P“L,(F). Moreover, it is plain that Ln= 1) nP= 1, in view of the 
corresnon&g prqxrties of rrr. Finally we have only to check the naturality of II. 
that in. the comm~~ativity of the diagram 
where f = Q(G) c: L&J). Now 
while 
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since RI: 1 + P/L,: Cs ’ 3 U’ is natural and u: F + GT is a morphism of Cr. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark I. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 amounts to a cohermce statement about 
colimits over variable index categories. It permits us, in the arguments used in this 
paper, to assume for convenience that if 7’: I +J is a morphism of 8, then L,, = t,Cr T 
and nJ = ~5 ‘I This will avoid unnecessarily complicated enunciations. . 
Remark 2. Generalizations are, of course, possible. We could dispensewith the 
requirement that the index categories f. J, . . . . be filtering, or with the requirement 
that the functors T lx cofinal -. OY eveyr, perhaps, both. The generality we achieve 
from considering Q X is adequate to our purposes in this paper, but it may well be 
sensible to relax the conditions to obtain a more comprehensive thecry (for example, 
to express oocompleteness bymeans of the existence of a single left-adjoint). 
93. Fibre-maps and puff-backs 
Definition 3.1. We say that T: I -+ J in 3 is afibre-map if, given i in I and I$: fli) -+ j’ 
in I, there exists (9: i-* i’ in I with 7’(e)= $. We say that (T, u): (I, F)-* (J. G) in 
Q” is afibte-map if Tis a fibre-map. Notice that (i) a fibre-map 7’: I + J is auto- 
matically cofinal, and (ii) the fibre.maps form a subcategory of3. 
be a diagram in 3 , By taking pull-backs in the category of sets, we obtain a commu- 
tative diagram of small categories and functon 
J --,K . 
s 
We prove: 
Theorem 3.1. If T in (3.1) is a f&e-map in 3 , then 
(a) A is f&&g; 
(b) T’ is a fibremap irl3 ; 
(c) S’ is irt 3 ; 
(d) (3.1) is a pull-back in 3 . 
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l+&(a). We make essential use here and later of Corollary 2.9 of 12). which we 
quote here in the fallowing form. 
Returning to (a), note that (i, j) E A iff T(i) = 5’0) and (#, f) is a morphism of 
A iff T(e) = S($). Now suppose that (iI, jl), (ip iz) E A. Since I is filtering, we 
find 
in 1. Conaider 
in K. By Lemma 3.2 we find 0,: ni,-S(ji), +I,.,: jq -+ji, with eqT(eq) =S($,). 
q = 1.2. Since S is cofinal we find $i: [i -+j’, r/ = 1, 2. with S($; )Q1 = S{$~)%,. 
W 8 = S(G;)%,. Then, since T is a fibre-map, we fmd 9: i + i’ with T(e) = 8, We 
claim that 
isinA forq= l,Z.For 
be in A, so that 7’(eq) = Sclt,}, y = 1,2. Equalize 41 and +2 by 9: i2 + io, 
&$I = gi@z, and consider 
in K. By Lemma 3.2 we find $I: 1 2 + j in J, 8 : Tfio) + S(jj in K with %T(#) = S( 9). 
Equalize $4, and $&2 with 9’: j+j’_ $‘@$I= $‘$#2. Since T is a fibre-map, we 
may. find Q; : do -+ i’ with Tf$(l=S(rb’)e. Then, plainly, (#‘es, $‘Jr) is in A and equalizes 
(91, St/ 1) and f@, $2). This proves (a). 
Proof (b). We suppose given (i, j) E A and $: i -+ j’ in J. Then S(9): r(i) -+ S(j’) in 
K so that, T being a G&-map, we have 9: i* i’ in i with T(e) = S(G). Thus 
($8, 31): (i,/) + (i', j’) in A with T’(Q, 3/) = $J. 
Proof (c). Given i E I, we find 0: nil + .I@‘) in K since S is cofinal and 9: i + i’ in 
I with T(G) = 0 sisxe Tis a tibrre-map. Thus (i’, j’) E A and 9: i + S’(i’. j’). 
Now suppose given (i2, j2) E A and i, $! i2 in I. We argue just as for the second 
part of (a), as far as the construction elf @T$, 0 with @#t =&$p, N’(9) = S(9). Now 
construct 8: in, -+ i in I with 7j’&) = 0. Then (r&9, $1 is in A and ,?‘(a, G) = & 
equahzes $1 and @. 
Roof fd). Let U: I; + i, li: f, +J be in 3 with TLr= SV, There is plaidy a unique 
functor W: I, + A with S’ W = U, T’W= V, namely, W(P) = (IX, VP), W(o) = (00, Vo). 
It remains to show that W is cofinal. Let (i,j)E A. Since U is cofinal we find 
$: i -+ C@ in I. Consider 7’Q: Sj + SVQ. Since S is cofinal we may find, by Proposition 
2_80ff2f,$:i-+i*, J/,: M~j’inJwithS~to~~=S~,Sincc Viscofinalwemay 
find, by Lemma 3.2, u: P I* P’ in L, 9’: j’ I* VQ’ in J with \L’$t = V’o. Set QO = 
=&a@: i-+LI’p’. $0 = $$c j+ M’. Then Ttio =TU~~T#=,SV~~,TQ=S~‘(; 
i.3 S& 1 :.s T@ = S$ ’ o S$ = S&,. Thus (Qo, $Q) is in A and (@a. GO): (i, j) -+ (UJ!‘, 0’). 
fQ1,lttl 
Now let (i, 1) IIZZ~ (Urz, R) be given in A. Since U is cofinal we find 0’: P +V’ 
i4+2%@&2) 
in I, with Lro’ ci et = Ou’ c Q2, Since V is cofinal WC find u”: Q + Y” in I, with 
Vu” c) I,$, 2 Vu” f? 9 . Since L is filtering we find 7’: Q’ + ?. 7”: Y” + 2 with 
*‘*’ 2 jy = x: p 3 $ . Then (Ux, Vx) equalizes (41, JI t ) and (42, $2) SO that W is 
cofinal. 
This compktes the proof of the theorem. 
Now let & admit pullbacks, and let 0. F) be a diagram 
1 SXU) 
(J. Q F;-+ (K H) 
.u 
in ti x with (T, u) is a fibre-map. Using (3.1) we construct 
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where, for (i,~‘) E A. E(i, j) is the pull-back, in Q , of the diagrm 
E(i,j) _!!!I‘1, F(i) 
with the obvious vs;;;e of E on the morphisms of A. 
Theorem 3.3. if (I', u)is a film-map, then (3.2) is a pull-back itt Q ‘. 
The proof of this theorem is entirely straightforward and will be amitted. 
We now prove the only theorem which involves a further restriction on the 
category C . “We IrAl, in fact, prove the theorem for Cr = CY 6 the category of groups; 
we will then disc;tss the more general case in remarks folfowing the proof. 
Theorem 3.4. The cdimit in l,!?)= wmmutes with pull-backs of fibremaps. 
Roof. The enunciation requires us to prove the following. Consider the pull-back 
diagram (3.2) in tri X and form the diagram, in (9, 
Now take the pull-back 
of (3.3). Then we must show that lthere is an equivalence w: L(A , E) s Q such that 
~3 = L(T’, u’), uw = L(S’, u’), provided that Tis a fibre-map. We prove this by 
recalling the explicit construction of colimits in Mr: (see, e.g., [3] ) and the familiar 
criterion for a colimit in the category of groups (see (71). 
Let (1. F) E r. In the set lJjGl F(t) set up an equivalence relation xi, 
mean that there exists 
“Xh to 
01 h 
il -+i+i2 

with F(@)x = e, G($)y = e. Since K is ~~te~~ we may find B x : Sj’ + k, 8,: 23’ 4 k 
in K with O,S$ = fl2TQ. By Lemma 3.2, we may find 31’: j’-*j”, 0: k -+ Sj” with 
081 2 $6’. Finally, since Tis a fibremap, we find Q: i” + i” with TO’ = 082. Then 
and I;‘T$‘@)x =e, G($‘$),y = E. Thus E(#$, Q‘JI)(x, y) =. e so that (b) is proved and, 
with it, Theorem 3.4. 
~~~~~~ In aur sub~quent arguments we may replace the category t3 by any 
category L! such that colimits in G z commute with pull-backs of fibrewmaps, It is 
not difficult to show that Q has this property if and only if, fat all filtering cate. 
gories I, cdimits in CF 4 commute with pull-backs. Among such categories are to be 
found the category of sets and the category of A-modules for A a unitary ring. 
$4. The camnical factorization 
In this section we introduce the canonical factorization of a morphism of U x. 
Thus we suppose given 
in (% x and we proceed to define the objects and the morphisms of the diagram 
,X~ 
First, iis the category whose objects are pairs (i, $), where 9: 7@?) -*i in I, and 
whose morphisms (i, \t) + (i’, $‘) are pairs 9: i + i’ in I, 8: i *i’ in 3 such that the 
diagram 
commutes. Composition of morphisnls in 1 is just component-wise, and iis plainly 
a small category. We define E T-+J by 
in J and WC have (@,, Ojti,): (i,, 6, j -+ (i. IJ). y = I, 2. 
Now consider the commutative squares 
Wc now continue to construct (4.1 j. We set R(i) = (i, I Ti), K(q) = (9. TQ). 
R’( i, tb) z i. R’(& 0) = 4, and prove 
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Proof. We prove R cof’imi; the remaining assertions are trivial. Given (i, $) in r WC 
find 8: j -+ T(P) since T is cofinal. By Proposition 2.8 of 121 we now find @‘: i’ -+ i’, 
4: i -+ i’ such that 7’(@‘)0& = T(9j. Then ($. r(6)@: fi. IL) -+ (i’. I nek 
Note that Proposition 4.2 provides an alternative proof that iis filtering. 
We continue the description of (4. I ) by set5ng fij, $1 = F(i), &$. 0) = F(@), 
27(i, IL) = G$ 0 zr(i), f’ = 1, u’ = I. It is easy to check that r7 is a natural transformation, 
si’: F+ GT. Moreover, 
(4.3) (R’, LI’) (R, u) = (1) I) , (r E)(R, u) = (T, u) . 
This completes the description of the canonical factorization. WC observe that 
L(R, u), L(R’, u’) are mutually inverse quivalences L(I, F) “x L(cfi?: we will feel 
free in the sequel 10 identify .L(/, 13 with L(z n, thereby identifying L( T, N) with 
L@ ii). 
Rmurks. For our purposes the notion of a fibre-map is adequ.ate; however to obtain 
good ‘lifting’ theorems, one would need a stronger notion, If T: I+ J is in ;Ti we 
may describe aZilr for 7’ as a function 
8: T-+ Morph I , 
such that (i) lX3(& $1 = i, where I@ denotes the domain of 9; (ii) iW(i, b[r)= $: 
(iii) @R(i) = Ii. One may then show that if Thas lift 63 and S has lift 4, then ST 
has lift \Ir, where 
If we write * = 8 CJ a, then n is an associative operation. mainly, a cofmal functor 
admitting a lift is a fibre-map, and so the collection of such functors yields a sub- 
category of the category of fibre-maps Iplainly, the identity is the unique lift of the 
identity). Now if we revert to (3.1) and suppose that T has the lilt ti, i’?etl 7” has 
the lift C3’, given by 
Finally we remark that 7 in (4.1) has a canonical ift, namely, 
Q((i,JI),8)=(1,8), W-4. 
Thus we could have carried out our work thus far for ‘liftable’ funotors instead of 
tibre-maps, This is, h~ever, presumably, a narrower glass. It is possible, however. 
that to develop a sensible humatupy theory, one shtruld impose further restrictions 
on the lift (3, for example, t0 require its functariafity. 
$5. Filtered systams of groups 
Lt OS, be a full subcategory of the category of groups 0). and consider the 
catifni t t”unc tur 
LPt WI be the full subcategory of 03 whose objects are precisely the images of I, in 
(5.1). Thus MO G td t c (~5. We wi!i make the crucial hypothesis tllat, given , 
% 
in id, with G,, G‘b in Ma, then the puff-back of(Q) is also in I$+,. We call this 
h_~_rx~thesis P. PJow p*ass to the category of fractions with respect to (5.1). now 
interpreted as 
Thus we obtain the oanonicaf xtorizatiwn of I, as 
Pmof. Cn view of the preparative? provided in Sections 3 and 4, the prrwf is f~~~~a~ly 
the same as that of Theorem 3.5 uf 171. Thus it is not necessaq to repeat the 
ar~un~~nt here. hioreovcr, we may pass, as in (7)) to the ~l?~~~~~diate oroifsry: 
The ;Irgumcnt is again just as in (73 (with some small changes of notation!). We 
recall in particular that. in proving Theorem 3.5 of (71, we exhibited nrirrimtrnl 
paths for repre~nti~~ nl~rp~~jsrns of Oj 1 I * in our current fontex t this means that 
given (I,, F, ), (I** F-2) in fQ arid a morphism $8: Ll, fF,) -+ Li,{F2) in MI _ there 
is a preferred diagram 
(5.5) 
&mark I. Hypothesis P is clearly satisfred for any Serre class of Abelian groups. 
Rrmrrrk 2. It is perfectly possible, and ~traj~tf~~rward, to generalize the content of 
!Section 4 of (71 to our present case of filtered systems of groups. Thus we wuutd 
~YS results which would be applicable if hypothesis I’ were violated. We do not make 
these results explicit, since our emphasis here is on ihe application of Corollrrry 5.2. 
$6. Relation to the Kan extmsion 
We again consider P$, __. c 15) 1 5 Ir) as in Sec:tion 2, and construct the Kan cxten” 
sion of Wo: MO -+ e totli . Given I;’ in f#J ~ the category I,; of t3.+pbjects over G 
has, as objects, hon~umorp~sms x: C;, 
9: x -) x’, homnmorphisms $1 G, 
-+ G, with (;n in MO, and, as m~~rph~sms 
-* lib rendering ~o~~lrnutativ~ tbc diagrar~~ 
co _._!__ ., “;, 
‘\ 
Y “.\ i/ 
L J 
x 
c; 
We define cVi; : lc + i! by W&x) = Wo(G,), W&Pj = W&$); and denote by U 
the underlying functor U: IC -+ “ijo, so that 
If I, is alters and we write L for the colimit functor. a being assumed co- 
complete, then the Katt exte~~sion W of Wa is given by 
and w(G) = L(lVOLr) = L W:(U). Thus, if #, satisfies hypothesis P and G belongs 
to(U, then, by (5.4), we infer that if W. satisfies the (necessary and sufficient) 
condition of Corollary 5.2, Wt exists and 
(6.2) BfC) = WIL(u) ‘ 
Let% E MI so that G = L(Z. !Q, for some (I, F’) in t?Jt . There is then a canonical 
func for 
(6.3) ‘I;;: I -+rc; , 
given by 7’$3 = n,(Q, T&B) = F(6). We ‘may now prove our main theorem; the 
first part of the enunciation merely reproduces the essence of Corollary 5.2. 
PraQf, We first note that by [ 1) or [Z; Prop. ti. 7 41,1G is filtering. Second, it is easy 
to check that uTG = F, so that f,(v) = L(uTC) = G, since ai; is cofinal. Thus, we 
merely have to apply (6.2) to obtain the result. 
Let us interpret he condition that Tc is cofinal. Given (I, r;3 in <$ with 
L(j, t;‘) = G, and GO in fY,, we have an evident induced functot Hom(Go, 0: I+ s, 
the category of sets. The morphisms n(i): fli) -+ G plainly induce morphisms 
Horn (GO, F) fi) = Hom(GO, I+‘)) + Horn (Go, G) and hence a moqhism 
(6.4) n*: 1; fIom(G,, Fj 4 Horn (Go9 G) . 
It is then easy to prove 
This gives us an alternative kwnulation of the hypotheses of’ Theorem 6. I. It is, 
hawcver, more useful insofar as condition (6.4) is familiar for many categories ($0 
(being sometimes true, sometimes false). 
Applicarim Let h be a cohomology theory which satisfies the condition that the 
Hopf map S3 + S* induces the zero hon~omorphism in cohomology; call such a 
theory paced. We have a functoriai procedure [6] for putting finitely-generated 
coefficients GO in to such a theory It and there results a theary /I(-- ; Co) together 
with a natural universal coefficient sequence 
(6.5) 
Thus we have a functor IIJO: GO -+a:oQy from the category of finitely-generated 
Abelian groups to the category of good’ cohomology theories. Then MO certainly 
satisfies hypothesis P and aobs is cocomplete. Moreover, we verify the crucial 
condition of Corollary 5.2 by taking (6.5) ‘to the limit’, since tensor products and 
Tar commute will colimits over filtering categories and such colimits preserve 
exactness. Thus we obtain an extension W, : ‘Ilb -+ Ou@q of Wo, that is, a rule for 
puttrng any Abclian group in as a coefficient group for a-good cohomology theory, 
and (6.5) r::,~ains true for any coefficient group C. Moreover, it is easy to show that 
A*, given by (6.4), is an equivalence, SC, that Wt is precisely the Kan extension of 
WO- 
If we wish to consider the category Goc# of all cohomology theories, then we 
should take No to be the category of Z-torsion-free, finitely-generated Abclian 
groups and Nt will then be the category of Z-torsion-free Abelian groups. The 
argument works just as well in this case. 
Remks. We would wish to work in a universe in which it is permissible to take 
colimits over IG. However, the usual set-theoretical questions do not really arise in 
Theorem 6.1, since our hypothesis there is that 1, admits a cofinal functor from a 
(small) filtering category I.
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